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The Train the Trainer Training is a three level training based on the ISCC Basic training, but significantly adapted to the needs of ISH.

**Integration of**
- Introduction and benefits of certification
- Specific ISCC requirements and verification points for ISH
- Initial risk assessment of ISH and implications
- Organizational adaptation

Training documents are translated into Bahasa.
While the 1\textsuperscript{st} level training for master trainers (and auditors) is in English and Bahasa, the 2\textsuperscript{nd} and 3\textsuperscript{rd} level training is in Bahasa only.
Two sets of training documents exist. One containing all relevant information and requirements for Central Office and one for ISH.

Training materials for Master trainer and Central Office with 4 presentations covering:

1. ISCC introduction (“ISCC – Who We are, What We do and Why to join the System”)
2. ISCC requirements for ISH and CO (“Requirements for Sustainability Certification under ISC“)
3. Organization and responsibilities of ISH and CO under ISCC ISH group certification, Traceability criteria for CO (“ISH organization”)
4. Documentation and verification of CO and ISH (“Relevant documents”)

Training materials for ISH with 3 presentations covering:

1. ISCC introduction (“ISCC – Who We are, What We do and Why to join the System“)
2. Specific requirements for ISH and type of verification (“ISCC requirements“)
3. Responsibilities and verification of ISH (“How to get ISCC-certified”)
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The master trainer is trained by an ISCC official. The training for master trainer consists of 4 modules in English and Bahasa.

1. Introduction into sustainability and ISCC certification
2. ISCC sustainability requirements
3. ISH Organization
4. Relevant documents

1st level training of registering entity covers all requirements and framework conditions.
The master trainer, who visited the ISCC training for ISH, trains all Central Offices

1. Introduction into sustainability and ISCC certification
2. ISCC sustainability requirements for Central Offices and ISH
3. ISH Organization for Central Offices and ISH
4. Relevant documents for Central Offices and ISH

2nd level training of Central Office by registering entity. Certain training contents might become irrelevant.
The CO organizes the training for ISH. Only relevant information and requirements will be included in the presentations for ISH.

1. Introduction into sustainability and ISCC certification
2. ISCC sustainability requirements to be fulfilled by ISH and relevant documents
3. ISCC Organization for ISH

Training

3rd level training for ISH. Only relevant information is transferred to ISH.
The ISCC training should be incorporated into other existing training schemes

GAP training schemes (e.g. SNV)
- Pesticides: Pests, Chemicals, correct application, health & safety,
- Yield improvement, correct transportation of FFB etc.
- Correct application of fertilizers, waste disposal etc.

ISCC training
- Good agricultural practice regarding soil, water, air
- Integrated Pest Management
- Social and management requirements

Smallholder
External auditors wanting to participate in the ISH training need to be eligible* to conduct ISCC audits.

* CB has a cooperation agreement with ISCC and the auditor has successfully participated within an ISCC Basic Training.
In order to provide easy access to the training ISCC will provide online trainings for auditors

Structure of the ISCC online training for auditors

Part 1: Introduction

- Presentation
- Download
- Test

Part 2: ISCC Requirements for ISH and CO and verification

- Presentation
- Download
- Test

Part 3: Certification process and relevant documents

- Presentation
- Download
- Test

→ Once all modules are successfully completed, auditors will receive an official ISCC attestation of participation!
This explanatory video provides an example of the online ISCC training for auditors. In the video only Part 3 of the training is shown. Please click here to see the video.
Thank you for your attention!
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